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Abstract
An increasing number of European cities are actively supporting Mobility-as-a-Service (MaaS) in
order to make the personal transportation system more efficient and to increase the liveability of the
cities. MaaS provides an opportunity to expand the market for electric vehicles to everyday users. It
also helps to create a more seamless connection between electric vehicles and the power system from
the technical, as well as from the economic viewpoint. This will help to exploit the potential of electric
vehicles in order to increase flexibility in the power system and to avoid technical occurrences, such as
overloads. However, there are still some obstacles in harnessing the best symbiosis between MaaS
electric vehicle fleets and smart grid solutions. While some of these obstacles are linked to the markets
that are not yet fully generated, there are also obstacles linked to different policies that are yet not
supporting these new methods of mobility.
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Introduction
If the European Union wants to reach its climate targets, emissions from the transportation sector must
be reduced drastically. Authorities have plans to increase the share of electric vehicles in order to reach
the GHG emission reduction targets and the automotive industry would like to increase their sales in
order to meet the binding CO2 emissions standard in the EU. Nevertheless, something seems to be
missing. The most common reasons that make the consumers doubtful about electric vehicles are their
relatively high purchase price 1,2, the lack of public charging stations 3–5, range anxiety 6 and a general
hesitation towards new technologies 3.
The shift from gasoline and diesel cars to electric vehicles offers an excellent moment to rethink the
personal mobility system in urban environments. Instead of replacing the gasoline and the diesel cars
with electric-powered ones, the whole system should be made more efficient. It is evident that one
emission reduction measure is not able to solve the CO2 emission targets set by the EU and the
national governments, but a mix of various measures is needed, as seen, for example, in the Finnish
and German calculations

7–9

. By default, relying strongly on privately owned cars is inefficient as an
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average car is used only 3 to 4 % of the time 10. On the other hand, private vehicles occupy relatively
large parking areas, which is a concern in urban areas. Providers of charging services do not install
charging stations due to the lack of customers and customers don’t buy electric vehicles due to the lack
of charging stations. Seems as the chicken-and-egg problem. When re-shaping our urban mobility
system, we should focus on the efficiency: using instead of owning. Therefore, this would be the most
fitting moment to realize the full potential of Mobility-as-a-Service (MaaS) solutions supported by
electric vehicles. In addition, there is a lot of unexplored potential in ongoing technological trends of
the ICT sector and the increased connectivity that can be applied to the personal transportation to
re-shape mobility.
Today, any major city in Europe has a public transport system. Low-cost bus companies are
challenging the trains on intercity public transport. Car sharing is trying its breakthrough without
exceeding the critical mass in many cities. Ride sharing services are offered but remain unknown to
many people. Traditional taxi services have declared war against new mobile applications, like Uber.
There are many options for personal transport, but the major problem is that all these services are
developed rather independently from each other. All of these modes of transport serve a different
purpose and all of them are useful. Otherwise they wouldn’t exist. The missing link is a connection
between all these services. Offering such services separately from each other is comparable to selling
cheese only in the cheese shop, vegetables only in the vegetable shop and fruits only in the fruit shop.
Why not create a supermarket of transport where all transport services can be bought in one place,
according to the needs of the customer? The personal transport system must be developed as a whole
instead of developing each mode of transport in an isolated manner. Making this happen requires
collaboration of many different actors, which makes it difficult. Various actors, such as national and
local public administrations as well as companies of public transport, automotive, energy and ICT
industries, have to collaborate with each other. This change of mind set does not happen without
strong support and a unified strategy from the national and local authorities 11.
There are many reasons that have slowed down the implementation of electric vehicles and MaaS. The
reasons aren’t limited to any certain stakeholders, but require change by all; the users, charging system
providers, mobility service providers and policies. Next, we consider some of these reasons and then we
aim to show how collaborative service development may result in solutions that benefit the
implementation of MaaS and electric vehicles as well as the development of flexible power network.
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What is Stopping Us?
Charging stations as business

Charging at home will be most likely the primary mean to power up the car, but at the same time it is
crucial to add more and more public charging locations to gain public acceptance

4,12

. Since public

charging infrastructure is needed but most of the charging is done at home, it creates a challenging
business opportunity, as the actual demand of public charging is hard to estimate and the share of
electric vehicles is still small 13,14. Therefore, policy support for charging should be involved to start of
the market, when it may be too risky for charging system providers because of the low number of cars
requiring charging. However, it is estimated that within short to medium term, investments to fast
charging network would be financially profitable if the share of electric vehicles increases 5,13.

Space used for parking vs. charging

Charging stations with 11 kW or 22 kW of charging power are installed in many cities around Europe. It
should not be forgotten that such charging stations require space. In case there were considerably more
charging stations in the streets, the space demand for parking areas would also increase. This
infrastructure is usually operated by private or semi-public companies. One standalone charging station
has installation costs of roughly few thousand euros. In daily driving, the battery is not used close to 0
per cent state of charge, which leads to the fact that typical charging times are usually less than an hour
6

. Some charging operators have a separate price for the parking time and the charged power (for

example, 2 €/hour and 0.3 €/kWh) while in other cases, only the charged power is paid by the customer
(for example, 0.3 €/kWh). Few operators also provide flat rates. When thinking from the customer
viewpoint, the second option is more comfortable, since a private vehicle can be parked as long time as
possible if no further limitations for the parking time are set. This has one important disadvantage from
the system point-of-view as the charging station is used inefficiently when the parking time exceeds the
required charging time. One vehicle not only reserves the charging capacity but also blocks the
possibility for charging from other users. This is comfortable for the individual customer, but not
efficient use of the whole charging infrastructure.

The first option has the benefit from the system viewpoint that it steers users to park their vehicles for as
short time as needed. On the other side, it may not be that pleasant to the users to pay per hour when they
are, for instance, working. Neither is the option of relocating the vehicle to another parking place after
the battery is fully charged, let’s say after 40 minutes, convenient. Generally, people tend to think
charging as an alternative to filling up the car with liquid fuel and therefore think they are losing time in
the process. However, it creates a new burden for the user if the vehicle should be relocated during a
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longer stay. The charging behavior should therefore be adapted to a simultaneous task during shopping
trips when the car will be parked for a longer period 12. It is also shown that difficulties in finding a
charging point decreases the willingness to use an electric vehicle 15.

High peak electricity needs

An important fact to be considered is that today the peak charging time coincides with the time of peak
consumption in low voltage networks. This occurs at early evening when people arrive at home and plug
their electric vehicle for charging. Electric vehicles present completely new load on top of all other load
in the low voltage network that can be already high even without electric vehicles. Hence, electric
vehicles can increase the peak load considerably 16.

Considering the fact that European Union would like to increase the share of electric vehicles in the
future means, in practice, that thousands and thousands of public or semi-public charging stations with
22 kW or 11 kW will be installed. If a high percentage of the new electric vehicles will be private, it not
only means tremendous costs when installing the charging stations, but also means that the use rate of
these charging stations will be very low. In other words, there will be an enormous amount of idle
charging capacity.
Another option is to install high-power charging stations (up to 350 kW) that, from the user’s
perspective, would work as gasoline stations today: charging an electric vehicle within minutes while
waiting. The drawbacks are the high prices of the charging stations as well as expensive and limited
possibilities of network connections in urban areas. However, their payback time can be reduced when
the same charging station is used to other customer groups, such as trucks, buses and taxis.

Number of electric vehicles needed

When thinking about the model of the future transport, both the customer convenience as well as the
efficiency of the transport system should be considered. Therefore, the current amount of charging
stations would support a launch of electric vehicle (EV) car-sharing solutions by allowing one operator
to run both a set of charging points and a car sharing platform to support quick turnaround of cars giving
space to the ones that need charging. Since the electricity prices may vary and new demand may create
price increases, a car sharing bundled in the form of MaaS offering would also be more comfortable for
individual customer, since the bundle price is known in advance and the variations in electricity prices
would then affect the service provider.
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MaaS as a Source of Demand for electric vehicles
Mobility-as-a-Service (MaaS) is a concept of multimodal transport, where travel from various operators
can be booked and paid by using one platform. The approach of MaaS 17 has the power to increase the
efficiency of the personal transportation system from both economy as well as energy viewpoints. This
means user-oriented, flexible and multimodal transportation, where the user is not tied to one form of
transport. The mobile phone operators give users the possibility to not to pay for single minute of call,
but to choose between various packages including telephone and internet with the possibilities of
roaming through the networks of different operators. Such packages seem to become reality in the
transport sector as well. MaaS is a tool for organizing a collaboration between the involved actors rather
than provoking detrimental competition: setting the pieces together into one large puzzle. That said, the
boundaries of public and private transport become less evident. Without a doubt, shared electric vehicles
form a natural part of MaaS in urban areas.

Wider demand for charging

As stated earlier, when developing the future urban transport system, the efficiency is a key concern.
Services for purely car sharing have existed for a long period, but the demand has been quite small.
Therefore, MaaS seems to offer a perfect way to increase the number of electric vehicle users by
providing more seamless user experience through bundling car sharing with other forms of mobility.
Then, as electric vehicles are shared, they can be used more efficiently. The same applies to the charging
stations as the charging infrastructure will be developed naturally hand-in-hand with the increasing
number of electric vehicles. It should be remembered that one of the key factors to increase
attractiveness of electric vehicles is a sufficient availability of the charging sites

18–20

. Once potential

users do not have to buy their own electric vehicle before they can use it, they have a lower threshold to
get familiar with the new technology. In the concept of multimodal transport, the battery of the most cars
must not be sized according to the longest holiday travel, while another car or a train can be used for that
purpose. When the costs of electric vehicles and charging infrastructure are divided among more users,
the customers can afford vehicles of higher quality, which could attract customers and have beneficial
impact on road safety. Fleets of shared vehicles provide large amounts of real use data, which helps to
develop future mobility concepts or even give input to new transport policies 21,22. Also, shared vehicles
offer a platform to test and promote new car models. Anyway, since cars are used more, they must be
renewed more often. MaaS offers automotive industry new markets in the form of digital and non-digital
services

23

. This needs more collaborative business models with other actors, such as the charging

providers. Data and payment exchange between these different businesses working as one for the
end-user of MaaS should be enabled and kept simple. Also, a service of shared electric vehicles could be
started with lower initial costs through MaaS than as a completely standalone service 24. This is because
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it is naturally connected with other modes of transport, which means that the service of shared electric
vehicles can focus, at least at the starting phase of the business, on the locations where most customers
are, and then expand the business.
Benefits for power infrastructure
Along with the enrolment of electric vehicles, cars will become an integrated part of the future power
system and are able to provide various services to the power system operator 25,26. Charging stations are
the points where the power and transport network connect physically. Mutual support from these two
systems can be found 27. However, the detrimental effect of large fleets of electric vehicles hit heavily to
the low voltage part of the supply grid 28,29. In other words, when a large number of electric vehicles is
charged simultaneously from the same electricity distribution network, overloading or voltage drops are
possible secondary effects, among others. Proactive, or smart, charging algorithms can be introduced in
order to:

1. control the charging process during
a. normal operation (for example, charge during the hours of the lowest prices on the
electricity market),
b. abnormal operation (for example, reduce the charging current when part of the low
voltage network is close to a congestion) and
2. provide new services to the power system.

When only charging algorithms are not enough to provide charging of sufficient quality, another
possibility is to invest in additional hardware. For example, in a stationary battery energy storage 30 the
energy storage acts as a power buffer between the distribution network and electric vehicles. The idea is
that during moments of peak load, part of the power required by electric vehicles is fed from the
distribution network and part from the energy storage. This can help to postpone investments in network
reinforcements. An energy storage can be harnessed with several functions and offer services also to the
distribution network. For example, the battery can be charged during the hours of the lowest electricity
prices and to provide peak shaving to the distribution transformer.

New business opportunities

Within MaaS, private users could also share their electric vehicles (Peer2Peer Car Sharing) or a
charging station (Plug Sharing) to reduce the fixed costs of car ownership. This is equivalent to
prosumerism in power systems: offering transport services (instead of offering energy in power
systems) in a micro-scale. However, there is still need to support these types of services, which differ
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from a regular car use. For example, the insurance packages provided normally do not usually allow
renting of the vehicle, meaning new packages and solutions should be presented for the market. There is
also some other matters that need to be taken into account, such as how Peer2Peer car and electricity
could be taxed correctly, while being easy enough for the provider.

In the minds of many consumers, electric vehicles have the benefit of being an exciting and an
environmentally responsible mobility solution

3,31

. This combined with silent driving experiences, the

change of ownership towards a less materialistic direction and the freedom-of-choice between various
transport modes can be perceived as modern and appealing within many customer groups 3,32,33.

Newer technologies for shared fleet

Once more, when the costs related with electric vehicles are shared among many users, it is possible to
invest in more sophisticated and expensive technologies, such as intelligent charging or stationary
battery energy storages. This, in turn, increases the flexibility of the whole power system and makes
new network services, like vehicle-to-grid, easier to put into practice. From the administrative
viewpoint, it is much easier to operate a fleet of electric vehicles owned by one operator rather than
trying to convince thousands of individual customers to “rent” their batteries to be used for the power
system. This is one remarkable benefit of MaaS when talking about vehicle-to-grid services. More
flexibility in the future power systems means that a higher share of intermittent renewable energy can
be accommodated. A further benefit is that more flexibility also means increased robustness in the
power system.

Vehicle-to-grid

New network services, such as vehicle-to-grid provides possibilities for electric vehicles to support the
whole power system against frequency deviations. In case of a frequency drop, vehicles can inject
stored power from their batteries to the network and, in case of a too high frequency, the charging of
electric vehicles can be carried out with higher power. Additionally, this would enable electric vehicles
to operate as sub-aggregators in the electricity market

34,35

. With shared vehicles, strategies of

vehicle-to-grid are easier to realize from the technical as well as from the administrative viewpoint.
This is due to the fact that one fleet operator owns many vehicles. Thus, only one contract between the
fleet operator and the distribution or the transmission system operator results in significant amount of
power capacity instead of making separate contracts with hundreds or thousands of private customers.
The practical control of the vehicles will be easier due to the reduced selection of vehicle and charger
models. It is also a recognized hinder for vehicle-to-grid applications that many private owners of
electric vehicles would be unwilling to let someone to use the battery of their electric vehicle in order
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to support power network. This issue would be removed when the vehicles are owned by a fleet
operator.

Controlling charging processes of fleets rather than focusing only on individual vehicles offers more
flexibility to the power system operation. When a customer owns a private vehicle, he or she is tied to
one particular vehicle. Instead, if a customer can choose any amongst 20 available electric vehicles in
a parking area of shared vehicles, he or she can be recommended to select the vehicle with the highest
state-of-charge of the battery. To increase the level of intelligence of the parking area, the controller of
the charging processes (in that particular parking area of 20 electric vehicles) can be equipped with an
additional machine learning algorithm that can make statistical conclusions of the arrival and leaving
times of the vehicles. To put it in other words, the algorithm can learn the load behavior of the
charging area. Based on this, the algorithm will be able indicate (with some error margin) how many
vehicles must be charged at a certain time of the day and a certain day of the week. Knowing the needs
of the customers permits using the charging and the battery capacity of the electric vehicles more
cost-effectively and can release capacity from the power network. When charging power within one
parking area can be directed only to the number of vehicles that is needed instead of trying to charge
all vehicles as quickly as possible, battery capacity can be reallocated to other tasks, such as
vehicle-to-grid services. Furthermore, a possibility to reserve a vehicle in advance can make the
charging even more precise. Serving the users of electric vehicles more accurately could result in
improved customer experience. So, both the power system operator as well as the drivers could benefit
from the increased level of intelligence.

For example, the algorithm of the charging controller can indicate that 6 out of 20 vehicles must be
fully (or nearly fully) charged at 6 P.M. In case of 20 vehicles, it is possible that not all vehicles can be
provided with full charging power simultaneously due to the limitations in the low voltage network,
especially during the daily peak hours of power demand. As previously mentioned, in Germany,
nominal power of a public charging station is typically 22 kW. Charging 20 cars with 22 kW means
440 kW of power, which is a lot for a typical German low voltage network. In this case, if the
available charging power from the network is, let’s say, 220 kW (50 per cent from 440 kW) and if the
algorithm indicates that 6 vehicles must be charged by 6 P.M., then, full charging power (22 kW per
vehicle) can be directed to 6 vehicles (132 kW), instead of charging 20 vehicles at half power (11
kW/vehicle * 20 vehicles = 220 KW). In this case, 88 kW (220 kW – 132 kW = 88 kW) of the
network and battery capacity, could be released to other network services.

One innovative example of how electric vehicles can be used to absorb more power from intermittent
renewable sources is remote self-consumption 36. Consuming excessive power from the network, for
example, due to a sudden increment of the output power from intermittent power sources, works only
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if there is reserve margin left in the charging process. If all vehicles are charged with full power
already, the charging power cannot be further increased. In a case that the power network cannot offer
enough charging capacity, energy can be shared between the vehicles. This means that the battery of,
let’s say one vehicle, is charged from five other vehicles for example. This can be done to make sure
that the required number of fully charged vehicles will be available when needed.

Supportive policies for development

Mobility-as-a-Service with shared electric vehicles seems to offer more flexibility to the users in the
form of multimodal transport and pricing schemes customized to the needs of the user. At the same
time, it has the potential to provide more flexibility to support the power system. The public
administration has much to do in order to set policies that encourage companies to build market
models around MaaS–type concepts. Likewise, the end customers must realize their possibilities in
new multimodal transport concepts so that the new services can be created as customer–oriented as
possible.

Electricity tariffs play an important role in the decision whether fleet operators decide to use potential
of electric vehicles in network flexibility or not 37. Therefore, new network tariffs should be designed
so that they encourage, or at least do not discourage, the use of this capacity that will be anyway
plugged in the network

38

. The ability of charging electric vehicles according to several objectives,

makes the design of both charging and fare tariff schemes complicated

39

. Thus, bundled tariffs that

40

make a compromise between several sub-objectives should be found . At the end, creating charging
schemes and tariffs too much oriented to the network use may result in customer dissatisfaction. That
is why the customer dissatisfaction caused by postponed charging should be reflected in the policies 16.
Conclusion
Through the increasing number of electric vehicles, the power and transport networks become more
connected than ever. On the one side, the transport sector becomes more dependent on the electricity
network. On the other side, electric vehicles can make the power system more flexible by means of
energy storage capacity. Mobility-as-a-Service (MaaS) appears to be an adequate tool to increase the
efficiency of the urban transport and to give a boost for the implementation of electric vehicles. Higher
efficiency of transport can be gained in terms of both economy and energy.
Using electric vehicles through the MaaS-model offers benefits for the power system over the use of
privately-owned ones. MaaS permits financing electric vehicles and the charging infrastructure among
more users, which reduces the fixed costs. This does not only mean that electric vehicles can be more
affordable to the final consumers, but also that they, as well as the charging infrastructure, can be
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equipped with more advanced and expensive technologies. Such increased level of intelligence opens
the way for vehicle-to-grid services. Since the users are not attached to certain vehicles, the users can
be directed to use vehicles in a way that is beneficial for the power system. This could be achieved
without compromising the comfort of the users. At the same time, these shared cars would also park
and charge mostly inside a known and limited area and the rotation of shared vehicle fleet can be
better estimated compared with fleets of private cars. This would support the building and investing on
new vehicle services to make the electric vehicle-system more efficient.
In general, these benefits could also be gained through large fleets of shared electric vehicles without
actually bundling it with MaaS solutions. These types of services exist already, but they have not had a
major market share in terms of developing energy grid systems around them. Hence, the development
of MaaS offers a viable solution to offer shared electric vehicles as a part of the whole mobility
solution for the users, making the end-product more attractive. Making the use of electric vehicles as a
part of the MaaS-system would also benefit the business, since they can gain more specific
information about the mobility needs of the users regardless of the transport mode and use this to
better tailor and balance the EV use and load factors. Centralized information from one MaaS-system
consisting of thousands of charging stations, could provide information to help the planning of the
power distribution network. Without a concentrated hub of information, it is difficult to gather all
dispersed data as a meaningful entity.
It is generally known that the capacity of the low voltage network poses major limitations to the
charging of electric vehicles. One key aspect of enabling network services, such as vehicle-to-grid, is
to use the charging power as accurately as possible: not using more network capacity than required by
the transportation needs. When the network capacity is the limiting factor, the operation of the
charging stations should be optimized and the network capacity used as efficiently as possible.

Policies and tariffs have a leading role in making the potential of MaaS in the power system as an
attractive market opportunity to the sub-aggregators and the fleet operators. The cross-section of two
major sectors, electricity and transport, create rather complex circumstances to the policy makers due
to the large number of actors with diverse interests.

As a bottom line, MaaS gives a feasible framework for the shared electric vehicles in cities, which is
reflected as increased flexibility in the power system operation. Thus, it can be said that MaaS can
help to integrate more power from the intermittent sources of renewable energy. MaaS can make the
sectors of electricity and transport to gain mutual benefits in a natural and customer-oriented way,
while making our urban environments more livable and sustainable.
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